
3 METHOD

• Oral descriptions of the cartoon Canary Row

• Written descriptions of 42 video clips depicting 14
different types of Path

• 50 Spanish and 43 Danish beginning, intermediate
and advanced learners of German, and 33 native
speakers of German, Spanish and Danish,
respectively, have participated in the study

• After dividing the answers into clauses, those
clauses expressing Path are analysed in terms of
construction types. Furthermore, the devices used
to encode Path are analysed both morphologically
and semantically (e.g. direction, source, goal and/or
deixis?)
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4.2 Effect of language proficiency 

4 RESULTS OVERVIEW
4.1 Constructions
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1 INTRODUCTION

This project investigates how Spanish and Danish
learners of German (from beginner to advanced level)
encode Path in this language.
In German and Danish, both satellite-framed languages,
Path is mostly encoded outside the main verb. While
German features a wide variety of linguistic devices to
encode Path (PPs, directional adverbs, combinations of
both PPs and optional or obligatory directional adverbs,
and verbal particles or prefixes), Danish mostly
encodes this component by means of combinations of
particles/adverbs and PPs:

(1) Sie rennt ins Haus (hinein) 
(2) She runs into-the.ACC house (away.from.the.speaker-

into)
(2) Sie steigt die Treppe herunter
(3) She climbs the.ACC stair to.the.speaker-down

(3) Hun løber ind i huset
(4 She runs into in house-the

(4) Hun går ned ad trappen
(5 She goes down along stair-the

In Spanish, a verb-framed language, Path is primarily
expressed in path-verbs, which can be combined with a
reduced set of prepositions:

(5) Entra corriendo en la casa
(4) Enters running in(to) the house

(6) Baja las escaleras
Descends the stairs

2 AIMS OF THE PROJECT

• To investigate whether and to what extent the two
learner groups differ from German native speakers

• To determine if the Danish learners encounter less
difficulties than the Spanish ones when expressing
Path in German - taking into account the typological
proximity between German and Danish

• To examine which difficulties can be attributed to
cross-linguistic influence and which ones are due to
the complexity of Path encoding in German

• To document which linguistic devices and strategies
are used at the different levels of proficiency

Fig. 1 Canary Row scene Fig. 2 Example of video clip

4.4 Main difficulties
a. Path encoding in the main verb (only by L1 Spanish learners)
èUse of German manner-verbs as equivalents of Spanish verbs and/or constructions which encode Path

(9) *Er steigt die Rampe cf. Spanish Sube la rampa
He climbs the.ACC ramp Ascends the ramp

b. Semantics of the Path devices (mainly by L1 Spanish learners)
è Difficulties in drawing a distinction between specific pairs of prepositions when a Spanish preposition 

corresponds to two or more German prepositions
(10) #Sie springt aus dem Sofa  /  #Sie kommt von dem Gebäude [Spanish de vs. German aus/von]

She jumps     out.of the.DAT   sofa            She comes from the.DAT  building

(11) #Sie geht über das Bett /  #Er springt auf die Schranke [Spanish encima de vs. German auf/über]
She goes over the.ACC bed He  jumps onto  the.ACC barrier

c. Types of Path devices (both groups)
è Difficulties in distinguishing the different types of Path devices in German

(12) *Er geht das Haus heraus [directional adverb heraus instead of preposition aus (+heraus)]

(13) *Er geht von eine kleine Hütte aus [particle aus instead of directional adverb heraus]

(14) *Er geht unter an die Treppe [particle/postposition unter instead of directional adverb herunter?]
(15) *Sie läuft die Treppe unten [static adverb unten instead of directional adverb herunter]

d. Case marking (both groups)
è Use of the wrong case with both one-way and two-way prepositions

(16) *Er geht von  die Hütte raus [von is always followed by the dative]
He  goes   from    the.NOM/ACC  house   out

(17) #Sie geht im Haus [in contexts implying a change of location in takes the accusative]
She  goes    in-the.DAT house

German NS
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V = verb
NP = nominal phrase
WE = preposition, particle or adverb

Fig. 3 Relative frequency of the constructions used for describing 4 video clips

4.5 Other relevant findings
e. English influence (an/on, auf/off)

(18) #Sie springt von das Sofa auf Intended: ‘She jumps off the couch’
She  jumps    from the.NOM couch (?)

f. Avoidance and/or compensation strategies
è Static descriptions specifying the initial and/or the final localization

(19) Er war hinter dem Vorhang Intended: ‘He comes from behind the curtain’
He was behind the.DAT curtain

è Code-switching for the expression of Path (mainly by L1 Spanish learners) or Manner (mainly by L1 Danish
learners)

(20)*und die Katze trepa durch das Rohr
and the.NOM cat climbs through the.AKK pipe
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('through the banister')

4.3 Variation across items
Sie geht die Treppe runter (‘She goes downstairs’) 

(7) Die Frau läuft die Treppe runter
(8) *Sie geht die Treppe unter

Er fährt die Straße runter (‘He rides down the street’)

è Type of manner-verb? Treppe runter as a chunk?
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NP+WE+NP+WE 62 %
Others 38 %
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NP+WE+NP+WE 20 %
Others 76 %
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